
High Return Roof Restoration Business for Sale Southport
Gold Coast

For Sale
Location: Gold Coast
Asking: $395,000 + SAV
Type: Construction / Services-Other

Contact:
Alan Minshull
0407 002 148

aubizbuysell.com.au/104437

Business Brokers Network
Australia
Broker Ref: 13638 

High Return and Scalable Roof Restoration Business
With the trade work being done by a reliable team of contractors, the current owner of this business is
free to focus on sales and marketing which has allowed him to grow revenue and show real profits
each year above in excess of the owner wages and discretionary spending.

Established for 40years, the business comes with an excellent reputation demonstrated by qualified
online reviews and ongoing word of mouth referrals. Marketing is done via an extensive website, video
library, social media presence and Digital marketing channels which are all key to the businesses
success. They are included in the sale along with a significant pipeline of future work including work in
progress, quoted work and quotes approved but not yet started. The majority of the work is roof
tile/roof painting type work.

3-4 Months work in hand ready to go
Contractors do all on-site work
40 year reputation and excellent online reviews
Scalable model with excess capacity

Licensed in QLD and NSW , the business provides predominantly roof related services across the Gold
Coast and Northern Rivers of NSW. The seller understands that a new owner would need to obtain, or
already have, the required licenses and is offering assistance to obtain the licenses if needed. Long
term relationships are in place with a reliable team of insured Contractors who do all on site work.

A diverse range of services, all related to roofs leaves room for expansion and diversity of revenue.
Currently run from a home office with no significant equipment. Some space helps keep profit margins
High but can be outdoor and does not need to be undercover. 

Asking Price $395,000 + SAV 

Enquire online at: aubizbuysell.com.au/104437
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